HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED:
3/2361 - 6 ft Marble Fluted Pillars
3/2360 - 4.5 ft Marble Fluted Pillars
3/2359 - 3 ft Marble Fluted Pillars
3/1233 - Marble Fluted Archway

HERE’S HOW YOU DO IT:
• Assemble columns and arch as instructed. To complete the colonnade as shown, you’ll need 2 arches and 3 sets of 5’ columns (6 individual columns).
• Place 1 arch at the back of the colonnade and then place each 5’ column in line with the arch column. Space columns 5’ apart. Repeat on the other side creating an aisle-way or colonnade effect. If a longer colonnade is desired, simply add more 5’ columns to create longer rows.
• Finish the colonnade framing by placing the second archway at the front of the rows of columns. This creates a lovely entryway effect.
• Decorating the colonnade: Using lengths of gossamer, start at one side of the colonnade and tape or glue dot the end of the gossamer to the arch support column (backside of the colonnade). Drape the gossamer creating a swag effect. Attach the swagged gossamer to the next column in the row using glue dots, packing tape or tacks. Repeat the swagging until you reach the end of the colonnade ensuring that each swag is the same size.
• Finish off the front of the colonnade by twisting the gossamer around the arch support column. Secure the gossamer at the base of the column using glue dots, tape or tacks.
• Add touches of floral by creating small bouquets that will sit atop each column. Using 10” blocks of floral foam or small lotus pots filled with floral foam, insert silk or fresh flowers and ivy or other trailing greenery into the foam creating round symmetrical bouquets. Place one bouquet atop each of the 6 columns. To create floral accents on the archways, simply attach floral foam blocks to the ledges at the top of the columns using hot glue, floral foam glue or packing tape. Insert fresh or silk flowers into the foam blocks.